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"GIVING IS LIVING"

There is published in Milwaukee, a magazine which goes by the
name Exclusively Yours. It is the work of two brothers who, for a
number of years, were members of this congregation. The magazine
frequently carries interesting articles; it has even carried a couple
of mine*

Recently, it carried a piece written by three different women who
addressed themselves to considering who, if they could choose from all
the people who had ever lived, they would invite for a dinner in their
home. The first woman said she would invite Jesus Christ, Peter and
Paul.

I do not think I would have made that choice myself. I would have
been reminded of the story of the three men who were discussing what
questions they would put to Jesus if he should suddenly stand in the
midst of them. One said he would ask about miracles, the second sug
gested a question concerning the immortality of the soul. The third,
however, said he would not, and could not, ask anything, for, if Jesus
Christ stood in their midst, he would drop to his knees and be lost in
wonder, admiration and deep humility. Personally, I would not feel
worthy to have the Master of mankind dine at my humble table.

A second woman, who happens to be a member of our congregation,
gave, I think, a better answer. She said that if she could invite two
people to dinner of all the people who ever lived, she would invite
two women. Knowing her as I do, I do not think it was because she has
anything against men. Her choices were Madeline L'Engle and Mother
Theresa. The first is the author of a number of good books on the
religious life and the second you all know or should know.

I liked those choices and I began to ponder on what choices I would
make were the same opportunity given me. Who would you choose?

As I contemplated the possibilities, it occured to me that all the
men and women I was considering were those who had made some great con
tribution to human welfare—those who had given generously of themselves-
those who had given all that they were and had.

I am pretty well convinced that most of us would make our choices
on that same basis. We tend to admire most those who have given most,
for something within us tells us that to give is really to live and
that there is no real life apart from the sharing of it.

II

There was one phrase in the scripture passage from Job read earlier
which catches my attention. It goes like this:

"A man may spend freely and yet grow richer..."

I do not understand it in the material sense, although it may also
be true in that sense. Rather, I look upon it as a parallel to one of
the sayings of Jesus:








